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the history of our planet is the history of people. your village and its surroundings are the main
places in the game where you can decide which tactics you will use to succeed. in the world of

life is feudal: forest village, you are in the middle of your personal story. make the right decisions
to make your village prosper. become a wealthy baron or a great king in this gripping fantasy

strategy game! baron is a game about medieval kingdom building. you play as a medieval man
named baron, to become a powerful king with great influence in your kingdom. you have

founded a settlement in the far-eastern corner of the union of maguuma, a new land formed by
the union of five smaller nations: radovacki, chudskorra, silverton, anderson, and woodcrest. you

have placed your people there, and you must now provide for them. create your village, raise
and train its military, build a massive castle, and defend it from invading armies to ensure your
reign. create your own ideal kingdom: build a castle that fits your style, or a town suited to your

needs. a fantasy village builder focusing on creative building, colonist psychology and base
defense. handle resources, farming, production, tools, diplomacy, families, trading, defense, and

research, as well as the wishes, expectations, thoughts, and equipment of every villager. our
mission is to create a peaceful and realistic medieval world. our game is based on real-life

human behavior: a village doesn't consist only of soldiers, farmers, blacksmiths and merchants;
it also includes women, children, craftsmen, tradesmen, hunters, and countless other types.
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in this game, you will be thrust
into the struggle of building an
empire. starting from the very
beginning, you must raise your

people to the level of expert
craftsmen. then you will have to

expand. keep an eye on the
balance of supply and demand

while planning your cities’
expansion. you are a blacksmith,
and you have returned to your
homeland after many years of
being gone. with no one left to

care for, your village is in a state
of decay. you are the only hope for

its survival. can you save your
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village and restore its glory? the
city has been destroyed. you are

stranded on the streets with
nothing more than the clothes on
your back. now you must fend for
yourself in the wastes. improve
your skills and prepare for the
harsh survival. you will need to

fish, hunt, and scavenge for food
to live. you have only 8 months to
build your village back to the way

it was. the forest village is a
collection of apartments, shops
and restaurants. buy or rent out

rooms to expand your city.
research new products to earn
more money and create new

buildings. decide on how each
item should be produced with
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three different factories. life is
feudal: forest village is a strategy
game in which you manage a tribe

in a post-industrial world. you’ll
need to keep your tribe safe,
secure, and prosperous while

extending its borders. to succeed
you’ll need to master trade,

diplomacy, war, and settling new
land. life is feudal: forest village is
the first real-time strategy game in
the history of roguelikes. it’s a city

builder, a city-building and
roguelike hybrid. fv is full of

randomly generated quests and
rewards, and no two runs are the

same. while navigating the game’s
twists and turns, you’ll raise your
tribe and defend your settlement
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against a wide range of threats, all
while forging your colony into a

thriving city. 5ec8ef588b
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